2015 Sauvignon Blanc
Blend: 96% Sauvignon Blanc, 4% Semillon
Tasting Notes:
Aromatic and intense, the 2015 Sauvignon Blanc opens on a complex
combination of peach, pear and cantaloupe melon overlying subtle toasty
vanillin oak and hazelnut undertones. The palate has both richness and
freshness. It is dry, crisp in acidity with powerful flavours of lemon, passion
fruit and stone fruit and given extra body and complexity through the
barrel ageing. The finish is long and crisp and integrates beautifull nut and
lees notes with the generous fruit. Try this paired with rich white fi sh with
beurre blanc or lobster with garlic butter.
– Rhys Pender, Master of Wine
Bottling Date: May 2016
Vintage & Winemaking Notes:
The 2015 growing season was a grape grower’s dream come true. The long
growing season started in April followed by unusual heat in June producing
vines with small, concentrated berries. The summer months allowed for even
ripening followed by one of the South Okanagan’s “legendary” dry autumns.
Warm days promoted the ripening process while cool nights balanced the
ripeness with acidity. We heard President Chris Wyse say it was “Stellar”…
The Sauvignon Blanc grapes were harvested by hand from September 4th to
17th 2015 from our vineyard in Keremos. They were hand sorted and dropped
whole bunch by gravity into the pneumatic press for a gentle extraction of
the juice.
After completion, 52% of the juice was fermented and aged in tank to
promote its delicate and fresh fruity flavours. The other 58% was fermented
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and aged in a selection of oak barrels in order to develop the mouthfeel
and to infuse woodsy, toasty and spicy undertones. After 4 months and 3
rackings, the wine was filtered, stabilized, and bottled.
Cellaring: 3+ years
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Ageing: 86% French, 14% American with 30% new oak and 53% 2 year-old oak.
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Analysis: Alcohol: 13.5 % | PH: 3.37 | Titratable acidity: 5.85 g/L
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